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Abstract: In this paper, we analyze the structuring role played by the subjective construction of future life-scenarios and storied self-images in the process of identity formation and vocational definition during adolescence. Our empirical data consist mainly of autobiographical narratives and oral discussion of moral and religious dilemmas collected through an adapted version of Dan P. McAdams Life Story Interview from a cross-sectional sample of 31 Portuguese adolescents. In addition to the narrative interview, the participants were invited to imagine and further elaborate on their desired future lives, thus describing and illustrating their conception of “good life” (or optimal psychosocial functioning). The results show that vocational and identity achievement motivation relies strongly on the dialectic and dialogical tension between contrasting grammars of prospective stories that enact the most likely possible selves and the most desirable selves or “imagined best selves”. The mindscape of perceived or constructed future selfhood gives structure and dynamism to the subjects’ self-exploration initiatives and supports the hypothesis that the meaningful activity of self-futuring is the master cognitive and emotional process in the generation of psychological time, existential direction and personal unity.
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Introduction

Narrative and Dialogical Identity

Drawing from the concept of future “possible selves” (Markus & Nurius, 1986), our research proposes that the generation of possible selves tends to occur predominantly in narrative mode and that idiosyncratic compounds of narrative possible selves embody imaginative self-simulations in which the meaningful content, attentional focus and emotional valence of one’s own constructed futures translate into engagement in concrete courses of action. Furthermore, we assume in keeping with K. Gergen (1992, 1994, 2009) that self-narratives are webs of relationships and relational symbolic co-constructions crafting and expounding one’s multi-being. From a temporal perspective (Nuttin & Lens, 1985; Paixão, Abreu & Lens, 2012; Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999), life-scenarios on future possible selves offer an evaluative and interpretive key to read both past and present experience; to such an extent that we consider future possible selves, with their underlying feed-forward self-concern, to be the psychological origin of subjective time. Given the
importance of abstract and hypothetical reasoning combined with an intensive focus on self-identity (McLean, 2005; McLean & Pasupathi, 2010; Oyserman & Fryberg, 2006), the self-futuring process gains momentum in the course of adolescence, and overlaps, at least partly, what Savickas et al. (2009) call “life designing”, in the realm of vocational psychology.

We maintain as a general theoretical hypothesis that adolescent “identity crisis” (Erikson, 1968) and “ego-identity statuses” (Marcia, 1966) may be interpreted in narrative terms. The “identity crisis” might then be construed as a developmental task that consists in exploring the psychosocial meaning of future possible life stories, prior to making a stable commitment to a specific ideological and socio-behavioral self-narrative system. The stage of moratorium is expected to display an unstable relationship of tentative identification between the narrators and the protagonists of future possible selves, corresponding to varied modes of self-experimentation and oscillating degrees of self-uncertainty that produce abundant episodic narrative fragments gradually unified in an overall net of storylines whose connections eventually give rise to a relatively crystallized narrative gestalt. Depending on the context that nurtures an adolescent’s moratorium, a context more or less saturated with diverse symbols and relationships, the future-oriented self-storying process will encompass a greater or lesser range of narrative refraction, resulting in multiple narrators, characters and plots increasingly organized by an integrative and cohesive overarching metanarrative position. Using M. Bakhtin’s (1981) metaphors to describe novels as ideologically “polyphonic” and sign-mediated selfhood as “dialogic consciousness”, we hold that a proactive identity crisis, qua exploratory meaning-construction, entails a relational organization of selfhood, creating a symbolic community of selves (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010; Hermans & Kempen, 1993). Identity foreclosure dodges crisis by yielding to a heteronomous, monological, self-system, pre-arranged by the internalized authority of an institution or significant other, thereby shielding the individual temporarily against any disturbing anxiety and uncertainty. As for identity diffusion, understood as the passive embodiment of identity crisis, very typical of at-risk youth, it may be represented as a specific type of narrative stasis marked by the lack of metanarrative capability to assess and balance the storied voices or ideological strands that compose one’s polyphonic life-space. Therefore, self-diffusion is linked to a rather negative complex of future selves, and tends to fuel a broad indifference, if not hostility, towards mainstream institutions, values and norms. In such diffusely un-engaged and relatively static identity texts, the experience of parallel relational encapsulation into closed and opposing spheres favors the formation of fragmented narrative voices that exclude and contradict each other, while their cohabitation in one’s ecology remains unanalyzed and uncriticized, leading to implicit dissociation, alienation, conflict and muteness. The difference between moratorium and diffusion lies essentially in the presence or absence of a relational dynamism catalyzing the emergence of a critically self-analytic and self-writing stance that works through multiplicity and contradiction. Indeed, in order for the narrative crisis to be a relational self-developmental process attaining identity achievement, the morphogenesis of novel narrative structures must be accompanied by a high degree of metanarrative or metasemiotic consciousness that questions the symbolic materials and interactions in which the sense of self and the criteria of self-intelligibility are formed and transformed. Now, moratorium-disorganized, identity-diffused and at-risk youth with low exploratory profiles are certainly deprived of metanarrative competence, and hence taken
hostage by unbalanced interpretive mythbiographies and in-group rituals that celebrate a culture of tragic hedonism depicting life under the guise of an ephemeral play which permanently and nonchalantly puts the player at stake. In addition, the collapse of the future time perspective is intensified by “loss” taken as a self-interpretive framework. In fact, it appears that most life stories of diffused and at-risk youth comprise narratives of loss in which some experiences of suffering resist to full articulacy, carrying a hard core of haunting non-narratability, thus compressing time into a punctual here and now, place of refuge against the fear of repetition and paradoxical place of evasion without horizon. But it is the connection between interpersonal loss, dialogical poverty and present-centered media youth culture that produces sheer diffusion and vulnerability. For if, on the one hand, the traumatizing force of episodes of loss may leave the narrators temporarily speechless, unable to establish a creative alliance between others, agency and meaning; it must be acknowledged, on the other hand, that the loss is not absolutely unspeakable and disorganizing per se. Instead, narrative disorganization and paralysis proceed from a learned and shared style of self-interpretation that proliferates within certain peer groups and/or cross-generational family circles in which the narrative grammar of tragic decline, fatalistic chains of events, passive narrators and helpless characters informs the micro and macro-narratives in daily discursive interactions.

The narrative crisis that expresses an adolescent identity crisis responds to a disquieting cacophony of narrators and characters, often utterly irreconcilable (though it may be unrecognizable as in need of unification), and thus unable to be integrated into a common re-authoring process to articulate their qualitative discontinuities. The creation of a new life-story cycle involves a reorganization of episodic autobiographical memory by a learned narrative grammar that provides the form or gestalt for what can be recognized and valued as a good meaningful story by one’s interlocutionary audience, namely family and peers, that is to say, one’s dialogical community of live co-writing and co-reading.

**Method**

**Research paradigm and objectives**

The present research belongs to an intervention-oriented narrative research project to foster vocational definition in adolescents, embracing a qualitative, descriptive, idiographic and critical inquiry stance. In this context, we deem the analysis of narrative development to be crucial to understand not only the patterns and themes that pervade meaning-construction strategies (McAdams, 1996, 2006a, 2006b) but also the sociocultural ecology that provides particular semiotic means and belief systems (Valsiner, 2007). The main practical goal aims at the promotion of narrative innovation (White, 2007; White & Epston, 1990) through the cognitive-emotional exploration of positive future possible selves. For the lack of exploration is expected to translate into a narrow and negative range of future narrative possible selves that block motivation for change and reinforce the repetition of constraining life scenarios.

In line with recent research on adolescent narrative development (Matsuba et al., 2010; Pasupathi & Hoyt, 2009), we compare and assess different self-narrative styles with regard to vocational and identity development, in order to conceive new effective
ways for stimulating and empowering adolescents. More specifically, this requires: a) relating narrative styles to personal ideological systems; b) placing narrative development in interpersonal and social context, with its practices and discourses; c) describing the conditions for the emergence and optimization of narrative innovation and re-authoring processes; d) micro-analyzing self-narrative change within and between subjects.

Participants

The subjects of this study (N = 31; Male = 16, Female = 15) were students enrolled in two full-time vocational schools in Oporto, Portugal. Their ages range between 14 and 21 years, with an average age of 17 years, and they come from impoverished urban neighborhoods. An invitation to participate in a psychological study on “Youth and future life projects” was addressed to three different classes (i.e. Computer science, Civil construction, and Business). Students who volunteered took part in two sessions, one consisting of an individual interview and another of group discussion, lasting each of them about one and a half hours. The first session followed a narrative interview script, whereas the second session unfolded a lively group discussion on two topics: 1. the relationship between past and present in one's life story, and 2. the possibility or desire of future change. Both sessions were fully audiotaped and partly videotaped with the subjects’ informed consent, then transcribed and submitted to qualitative data analysis.

Instruments

The interview was conducted in accordance with an adapted version of the Life Story Interview, originally developed by D. P. McAdams (1996), and performed with flexible constructivist sensitivity (Grant & Johnston, 2006). The interview was designed to be able to identify themes and patterns that organize the life story, linking the interpretive selection of past experience (e.g. overall life-narrative, peak experiences, nadir experiences, turning-points, good and bad moral decisions, positive and negative memories of childhood) with the imagination of future possible selves (rating the likelihood of an array of hoped and feared futures, and further elaborating on their conception of possible futures and “ideal future self”). Besides, another set of questions explored the semantic structure of the personal ideology of the subject (i.e. the system of religious, moral, social and political values), which included a series of open brief questions (e.g. “Are you a religious person? If so, how do you define God?”) as well as two dilemmas to be discussed and solved, a version of Heinz moral dilemma (Kohlberg, 1981) and a version of Paul religious dilemma (Oser & Gmünder, 1988). The classical technique of counter-suggestion was used to probe the stability of cognitive structures.

Results

The qualitative data analysis attempts to show how the representation of future possible selves is related to the semantic structure of their life stories and ideological systems. In
so doing, we may chart a dynamic field of possible self-narrations in which subjective singularities are embedded, though producing a virtually infinite spectrum of sui generis narrative forms. The subjects move between narratives of loss and narratives of growth which express an ideological essential tension, whose extreme opposite poles are the denial and affirmation of values, linked to doubt and hope regarding future possibilities.

Narratives of loss: a futureless grammar and a skeptical ideology

Life-stories seem futureless when they represent the past under the form of tragedy and steady decline: the negativity of the nadir experience obliterates the significance of the peak experience, and the turning-point indicates a qualitative and lasting change for the worse. Tragic self-narratives do imagine a future line but this imagination revolves around the conviction of the high likelihood of script repetition, punctuated by tragic chains of events to be continued, and represented with inflexible cognitive passivity. The subjects who insisted on script repetition as their most likely possible future interpreted episodes of interpersonal loss as utterly destructive, central and irreversible, evoking namely the premature death of or separation from a parent, or episodes of neglect and abuse by family members. The belief in agency is superseded by the perception of external control exerted by an anonymous force driven by destructive randomness. Loss is then both a self-interpretive narrative category and an ideological metanarrative that implies self-loss, as well as the belief in circular time and in powerless volition. Paradoxically, the adoption and cultivation of a victimized identity become also a form of power in interpersonal relationships, justifying the claim for exceptional treatment, although moderated by the idea that a tragic life exposes a self engulfed by pure nonsense and helplessness. Therefore, the tragic victim demands understanding and refuses the very possibility of being fully understood by any interlocutor, regardless of their ability for empathy or insight. Events, not actions, are the efficient force of these stories of loss, which are essentially mutilated stories in that they lack narrators and characters who are capable of being the centers of narrative gravity. In other words, there is no perception of narrative self-efficacy. Instead, the meaning-making process is dominated by the belief of dispossession and heteronomy, intensified by an ego-offensive attributional style (the tragedy being told as commanded by external, unstable and uncontrollable forces).

The passivity of these tragic selves confirms their living tragedy by converting the openness of the possible futures into mere cyclical variations of their narrative reconstructions of the past. The negativity of the past is articulated with the closure of the future, and, is reinforced by a skeptical ideology that endorses a nihilistic axiological outlook (as their typical statements aptly put it: “I do not believe in anything. God, Fate, Luck, Love… childish stuff… nothing is true, nothing is worth believing.” [M18] “All living things are going to die. That’s the bright future of everything. In a sense, we were already dead before birth. Before birth and after death are the same thing. This interval called life is a nonsense that one must enjoy as much as possible. [laughs]” [F17]). This nihilism is affirmed with full confidence as the wisest last word on the meaning of life; it becomes then a dogmatic belief, impervious to criticism, and its cognitive rigidity forsakes all effortful goal-setting processes, in favor of present-centered hedonism.
Narratives of growth: a future-centered grammar and an ideology of hope

As long as the meaning of the past is negatively determined, the future cannot bring a positive discontinuity. So the imaginative invention of the future entails the fluid indeterminacy or plasticity of the past, that is, a possible redescription of the past in which the idiom of growth and learning jeopardizes the constraining texture of the idiom of loss. Further, true narrative innovation and strong agency do not emerge without a critical deconstruction of script repetition and a motivational investment towards novelty and spontaneity. However, this does not imply any denial of past suffering or disconnection with lost significant others and replacement of attachment figures (as suggested by the psychoanalytic notion of mourning as “decatexis”). Instead, the commitment to self-innovation, which opens the possibility of future, proposes a reinterpretation of the subject’s place in the nadir experiences, adopting the perspective of a romantic Bildungsroman, a story where past and present ordeals are the necessary condition for self-knowledge, self-improvement and, eventually, self-actualization. In the narratives of growth, the nadir experiences are located in the self-generative and self-transformative process of peak experiences. “Loss” is here nullified as such, for it means an incremental gain, a dynamic resource for narrative progression.

The invention of a self-transcending future relies on the unification of subjective temporal experience under a globally positive self-appraisal, reconciling “death” with “life” and interweaving a creative thread of meaning that gives an ascending existential direction to all enterprises and ordeals. True, the ideology of hope that accompanies the narratives of growth acknowledges the temptation of skepticism and nihilism when coping with frustrating outcomes (“I do not know if God exists, especially when I feel on the brink of collapse, but I think I must believe and act as if God or Something existed, otherwise… what for?” [M16]) but refuses all dogmatism to embrace a higher level of transcendental ignorance and humility (“God may exist or not. It’s a possibility, an Unknown. My mantra is Life is a spell nobody can tell. Instead of believing, one may hope. That’s all. Peace.” [F16]).

The hope of narrative self-efficacy that stimulates vocational and ego-identity exploration is generated within the large ethical framework affirming the possibility of future.

Discussion and Conclusions

Multiple metanarrative principles: unconscious spectrum of opposite fidelities

Life-narratives are organized by ideological, axiological, structures and processes that we term metanarrative (though it may also qualify an individual’s awareness on the conditions of their self-narrative productions). “Loss and skepticism” and “growth and hope” are the values that shape the two main metanarrative types in competition among our subjects. They provide the cultural internalized normative expectations concerning the intelligibility of specific lived experience as a recognizable “story”, and therefore they guide the selective and interpretive process of sequencing life-events and connecting them meaningfully. However, although subjects demonstrate clear metanarrative preferences that proceed from their ecologies of development, those preferences are permanently challenged by contrastive metanarrative schemata because the ecologies are ideologically polyphonic
spaces that do not allow one to engage in absolute fidelities. Hence, selfhood becomes a dialogical and dialectical field organized by dominant ideal types of self-interpretation and self-narration. If such multivocality may destabilize the cognitive comfort of self-congruence, it constitutes an enriching resource that prevents cognitive rigidity and invites one to take diverse cross-paradigmatic perspectives, thereby increasing the complexity and flexibility of meaning-construction. That is why, to our mind, the analysis of metanarrative conflicts deserves to occupy a central focus in narrative research.

Vocational development acquires full psychological and psychosocial significance when considered as embedded in the developmental process of identity formation, in which the charting of the future life-space constitutes the hardcore of the motivational self-concern that is conveyed by the very metaphor of “vocation” (a unique inner voice calling for being). Our main conclusion states that the relational construction of one’s possible futures comprises a selective rewriting of rational-emotional self-interpretations and socio-moral self-assessments of remembered and imagined life stories. Therefore, the future is not merely another temporal dimension: it is the imaginative virtuality that institutes the teleological unity of all subjective time and in which all other temporal dimensions originate. In other words, the self-futuring activity or the self-projective imagination is essentially polychronic and panchronic in the sense that all subjective times and their subjective wholeness are co-present, though possibly with sharp inner dissonances or even formal contradictions.

As a conscious and agential temporal process, selfhood emerges from that self-futuring imagination, undergoing permanent qualitative change and opening up the idiosyncratic spectrum of one’s “multi-being” that reveals the capability of their relational resources to respond to significant situational demands. Moreover, the shape of one’s identity trajectories with the creation of possible, real and ideal selves reflects the appropriation of semiotic resources in certain socio-cultural ecologies. It hence follows that the dialectic tensions between the perception of likeliness and desirability of future selves proceed from internalized dialogical conflicts whose voices represent contrary life-story grammars or axiological metanarratives or Weltanschauungen. To sum up, once a process of subjective meaning-construction is at work, it is necessarily anchored on the semiotic saturation of experience, and, by the same token, it proves that developmental constructivism implies social constructionism.
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